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ABSTRACT 
We show that if ‘p is an increasing convex function of the eigenvalues of a 
symmetric matrix argument, then Y + cp(( YY ‘)l/‘) is a convex function. This has the 
consequence for the multivariate analysis of variance that statistical tests for p = 0 
which are defined by increasing convex functions of the square roots of the eigenval- 
ues of (22 ‘)- ‘YY ’ have acceptance regions which are convex in Y for fixed Z. Tests 
of this form have some good properties, including unbiasedness and power functions 
which are increasing in the noncentrality parameters. 
We consider the problem of invariant testing of p = 0 in multivariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) with unknown covariance; it can be reduced to 
the following situation (see [6, Chapter lo] or [5] for details): Y is a p X r 
random matrix whose columns are independent multivariate normal random 
variables with unknown nonsingular covariance matrix X; E(Y) = p; Z is a 
‘p X n random matrix whose columns are independent m&variate normal 
with covariance 2; E(Z) = 0; n 2 p, r 2 p. 
When testing the hypothesis H, : p = 0 against the hypothesis H, : p f 0, 
it is customary to consider only those tests which are invariant under the 
group of transformations (Y, Z) + (AYT,, AZr,) where A : p X p is a non- 
singular matrix and rl : r X r and r, : n X n are orthogonal. The acceptance 
region of a nonrandom test for H, versus H, which is invariant under this 
group has the form 
(1) 
where ‘p depends only on the p eigenvalues of its argument, i.e. cp( M) = 
@(X(M)), where X(M)=(X,(M),..., X,,(M)) is the vector of the eigenvalues 
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of M, ordered from largest to smallest. The power of this test is known to 
depend only on the vector 6 = X’12( C ~ ‘PII.‘) of noncentrality parameters. 
Das Gupta et al. [2] considered the class xr of those acceptance regions 
(1) which are convex in each column of Y when 2 and the other columns of 
Y are fixed. These authors did not characterize those 9 whose regions belong 
to -X,; however, they did show that these tests have monotone power. (The 
power of a test is said to be monotone if it is a nondecreasing function of the 
S,.) Eaton and Perlman [3] considered -X,, the acceptance regions (1) which 
are convex in (X, ZZ’), and showed that their tests have power functions 
which are log-convex, hence monotone and Schur-convex in 6. Furthermore, 
they showed that if cp is convex and increasing in the eigenvalues of its 
argument, then the acceptance region (1) belongs to x2. The present paper 
characterizes the functions QI which give acceptance regions convex in X 
given Z; this class contains & and is contained in .%?r; its tests have 
monotone power. While this gives a more general sufficient condition for a 
test to have monotone power, we still do not have a useful necessary and 
sufficient condition for a test to have this property. 
A function cp : EP + R is called quasiconvex if for every c E R, {x: q(x) 
< c } is a convex subset of EP. If X is a matrix, define a(X) = 
(X’js(XX’),..., Xy”( XX ‘)), the vector of ordered singular values. For the 
definitions of Schur convexity and the ordering < ,I~ between vectors, we 
refer to Marshall and Olkin [4, Chapter 11. 
PROPOSITION. If 4 is a nondecreasing and quasiconvex function from 
Rp to R, and if C is a p X p symmetric matrix, then the map X -+ $(o(CX)) 
is a quasiconvex function of the p x r matrix X. 
Proof. First, we note that if A and B are complex matrices of the same 
dimension, then 
a(A+B)<,,a(A)+a(B). (2) 
This is stated and proved in Marshall and Olkin [4, Section 9.G.l.d] for the 
case of square A and B, but note that their first proof holds even if A and B 
are not square. 
Now suppose that for some c > 0 and complex p x r matrices X and Y, 
$(o(CX)) < c and $(a(CY))< c. By (2) 
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whence 
44 cx+cy 2 II ~~[t{a(cx)+a(cY>}] 
by [4, Section 5.A.91, since I/J is nondecreasing and Schur-convex (the 
Schur-convexity follows by [4, Section 3.C.31). Finally, the last expression is 
< c by the quasiconvexity of I/J. n 
Let (ZZ ‘) ~ ‘I2 be the unique sy mmetric positive definite square root of 
(ZZ ‘)-l, and observe that the singular values of (ZZ ‘) ~ ‘/‘Y are the square 
roots of the eigenvalues of (ZZ ‘) - 'YY ‘: 
a((ZZ9 ~ 1’2y) = xl/“3 [ (zz ‘) - 1’2y] [ (zz ‘) - lj2y] ’ 
Now by the previous proposition, with C = (ZZ ‘)- ‘12, we get 
THEOREM 1. For the MANOVA testing problem, if the acceptance region 
is given by #[X’/2{(ZZ’)-1YY’}] ,< c, where +!J is nondecreasing and quasi- 
convex as a function from RP to R, then this acceptance region is of the form 
(1) and is convex in Y for fixed Z. 
COROLLARY. Zf w: R + R is an increasing convex function, then for 
eachs=1,2,...,pthetest 
has an acceptance region which is convex in Y given Z. 
Proof of corollary. To show that Theorem 1 applies to the test (3), we 
must prove that the function 4: RP + R defined by $(x)=X~=~W(X,~,) is a 
convex function of x in RP, where x,~, >, ’ . . > xIp, are the elements of x 
arranged in decreasing order. Observe that the function G1(x) = CT= 1 a( xi) is 
a sum of convex functions; hence ql(x) is convex in x. Further note that 
I/J(X) = max P rPci ) = 1 o( x i), where the maximum is taken over all permutations 
P of the integers 1~ i < p. The maximum of a set of convex functions is 
itself convex; hence 4 is convex. Therefore 4 satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1. n 
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The acceptance regions of the tests in Theorem 1 are in the class -X,, and 
hence have monotone power by the results of [2]. Unbiasedness of these tests 
follows from monotonicity of the power. 
Suppose a test of the form given in (1) were convex in Y given Z for all 
values of c. Then if we set ZZ ’ = Ipxp, and restrict X so that xii = 0 for 
i # j, we see that cp must be quasiconvex in the xii; but these xii are just the 
singular values of (ZZ ‘) - ‘XX ‘; hence the test function is quasiconvex in these 
singular values, and the converse of Theorem 1 holds. 
EJLAMPLES. There are several tests for p = 0 in MANOVA in current 
statistical practice, each supported by some mixture of theoretical arguments 
and Monte Carlo power calculations for some (often narrow) range of n, p, r, 
and 6. In particular there is Roy’s maximum-root test: accept if 
h,[(ZZ’)_‘YY’] <c; the trace test Q’= 1 Ai < c; and a set of tests inter- 
mediate between these two: xi=, Xi[(ZZ’)-‘YY ‘I< c with 1 < s < p. These 
are known by [3] to be in .K2; they are also given by our corollary with 
o(x) = x2. There are also several tests which are not in .K,, and have 
Schur-convex cp, e.g. Pillai’s test xy Xi(l + hi)-l < c (c > 1) and the likeli- 
hood-ratio test np(l + hi) < c. 
A set of tests which are of form (3) and of some interest is [w(x)= r] 
iglAyq(zzf) _'YY !] <c, l<s<p, (4) 
which for s = p has the advantage over the usual trace test, that it is less 
influenced by a single large value in the matrix Y, which may be of value 
when one wishes to be protected against outliers. 
Consider two parameter values 8’ and 0” in H,, whose noncentrality 
parameters are (respectively) S’ = (k, O,O, . . . ,O) and 6” = (k/p, . . . , k/p), 
where k is moderately large compared to p. Then with high probability, if 
one takes a sample from the model with parameter B’ and an independent 
sample from the model when the parameter value is 0”, we will have x’ > x”, 
where A’ is the vector X[( ZZ)-‘YY ‘1 from the first sample. Therefore, if we 
use a test which is Schur-concave in X, we can expect to get cp(xI) < rp(x”). 
Thus one can expect the power of the test to be smaller for 8’ than for 8” 
when using Schur-concave ‘p. This heuristic argument is supported by the fact 
that for Pi&i’s test with c > 1 and fixed S,, . . . , S,,, the power remains less 
than a constant which is strictly less than 1 as S, -+ co. (A result of this type is 
reported in [ 11.) 
A conclusion that may be drawn from the above discussion is that in 
practice, if one wishes to be equally able to detect both those alternatives for 
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which the ai’s are approximately equal, and those for which 8, is much 
greater than S,, then one would be wise to use at least two tests: one with 
Schurconvex ‘p and one with Schur-concave ‘p. (The trace test is in both 
categories.) 
The author wishes to thank Roland Thomus for discussion, and the 
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